WINTER
SCHOOL 2019
Italian language and culture, art, photography, cookery
Palermo 11th February to 8th March
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alermo is one of the most important and densely populated city in Italy and
it is also one of the most important Mediterranean city. You can enjoy European
architecture and, at the same time, exotic atmosphere. Last year, Palermo have
been chosen as “Italian Capital of Culture 2018” thanks to its theatres, monuments
and historical buildings as the Arabic-Norman style ones. Palermo is very famous
all over the world for its merkets (‘Ballarò’, ‘Capo’, ‘Vucciria’) and its food and
wine. City of sun and sea, it offers all year long the opportunity to spend pleasant
outdoors moments dedicated to art and culture, and to enjoy the street food.
Nightlife is very funny and people is very friendly. All around the historical centre
you can make an experience with suggested situations.
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INTENSIVE COURSES

ADVANCED SPECIAL COURSE

The Winter School 2019 is an intensive study program of Italian language and
culture for all levels. It is organized in two autonomous two-weeks modules (40
hours each), held by qualified teachers with very long experience. Lessons are held
from Monday to Friday from 9:30 to 13:30.

Textuality, syntax, contemporary Italian, academic writing
and fondamental cores of occidental culture.

DATES AND COSTS
The Winter School will start on February 11th and will end on March 8th. Each
module costs 300 €.
Intensive Course plus Special Lab costs 390 €.
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ITALIAN & COOKERY
A practical cooking lessons are taught by a
qualified chefs specialized in Sicilian dishes.
A teacher of ItaStra will develop Italian
language’s contents related to food.

EXTRA DIDACTIC ACTIVITIES
The School organizes tours for the Winter School’s students both in Palermo and
in the most beautiful and attractive touristic destinations of Sicily, such as Cefalù,
Taormina and Agrigento. Students will be accompanied by teachers and tutors.

SERVICES OFFERED
Teaching material, accommodation (close to the uiversity) around the historical
centre and restaurant. You choose prices we give you the place. For student groups
the School offers dedicated programs (info at scuolaitalianostranieri@gmail.com).

special lab

ITALIAN & PHOTOGRAPHY
Palermo seen by camera lens. You will discover unusual
and suggestive places guided by an experienced
photographer. A teacher will develop Italian language’s
contents related to photography.

INFO AND CONTACTS
Scuola di Lingua taliana per Stranieri
Piazza Sant’Antonino, 1 - 90134 Palermo
Tel. +39091- 23869601
E-mail:
scuolaitalianostranieri@unipa.it
scuolaitalianostranieri@gmail.com
USEFUL WEBSITES:
www.itastra.unipa.it
www.facebook.com/itastra
www.youtube.com/ITASTRA

